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The object of study of this monograph is a single continuous 
linear operator T : E —• E, where E is a complex Banach space, 
and the central question considered is the so-called "invariant sub-
space problem." We recall that a closed linear subspace M d E 
is invariant for T if TM c M. The invariant subspace prob
lem asks whether every continuous linear operator T on a Banach 
space E of dimension > 2 has a nontrivial invariant subspace. 
(The trivial invariant subspaces are {0} and E.) This question 
was first asked probably by von Neumann in the particular case 
where E is a Hilbert space, and in this case the problem is still 
open. When £ is a Banach space the answer is negative. Ex
amples of continuous linear operators without invariant subspaces 
were given first by Enflo [12] on a Banach space built for this pur
pose. Further examples were given by Beauzamy [6] and Read 
[16]. Read managed later to produce examples on large families 
of Banach spaces, including such familiar spaces as lx and c (the 
spaces of summable sequences and convergent sequences, respec
tively). 

One should realize that the invariant subspace problem, basic 
as it is, was not the only reason for the development of operator 
theory. In fact, merely knowing that an operator T has nontrivial 
invariant subspaces does not tell us much about T. Fortunately, 
when an operator or class of operators is shown to have invariant 
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subspaces, a general structure theory usually emerges, and it is this 
general structure which is more interesting. 

In order to illustrate the previous remarks we consider a few 
examples. First, let us assume that E is a finite-dimensional Ba-
nach space. In this case we can forget for a moment about the 
Banach space structure, and recall that there is a wonderful struc
ture theorem for linear maps T : E -* E\ this is the Jordan model 
theorem. This not only shows that T has invariant subspaces, but 
in fact it gives a representative (Jordan form) for the similarity 
equivalence class of T. (Recall that T and T' are similar if 
T1 — X~lTX for some invertible X : E —• E.) Still, even the 
finite-dimensional situation can lead to difficulties when one con
siders the Banach space structure. Let us say that T, T' : E —• E 
are unitarily equivalent if T' = X~XTX for some linear isome-
try X. There is no really good analogue of Jordan's classification 
theorem for unitary equivalence, even if E is ordinary Euclidean 
space. 

Much of the original interest in operator theory on an infinite-
dimensional space E came from the discovery of the compact 
operators. An operator T : E —• E is said to be compact if it maps 
any bounded set in E into a set with compact closure. There were 
good examples of compact operators (many integral operators are 
compact) and at the same time compact operators behave in many 
ways like operators on a finite-dimensional space. For instance, 
if T is compact and A is a nonzero complex number then the 
Fredholm alternative holds for XI - T (I denotes the identity 
operator). That is, XI-T has a continuous inverse if and only if 
it is one-to-one. Moreover, the dimension of the kernel of XI - T 
equals the codimension of (XI - T)E in E. In addition, the set 
a(T) = {X : XI - T is not invertible}, also called the spectrum of 
T, can only have zero as an accumulation point. Now, ker(XI-T) 
is a nontrivial invariant subspace if X e a(T), X ^ 0, so that T 
does have invariant subspaces if a(T) does not reduce to {0}. 
The existence of invariant subspaces when a(T) = {0} is harder 
to prove—this was done by Aronszajn and Smith [3], and they 
attribute the result to von Neumann if E is a Hubert space. This 
invariant subspace theorem led to the development of a triangular 
structure theory for compact operators (see [13]) and in a parallel 
way it led to the study of nest algebras (see [4]). The proof of 
Aronszajn and Smith led to another significant development when 
E is a Hilbert space. Let M c E be a closed subspace and denote 
by PM the orthogonal projection of E onto M. Then M is 
invariant for T if and only if (ƒ - PM)TPM = 0. An operator T 
was defined by Halmos [14] to be quasitriangular if there exists a 
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sequence Mx c M2 c • • • of finite-dimensional subspaces of E 
such that 

(i) U Mj is dense in E ; and 
(ii) l i m ; _ | | ( / - P M J 7 7 > M J | = 0 , 

where ||v4|| denotes the operator norm of A. Aronszajn and Smith 
used in their proof the quasitriangularity of compact operators, 
and it was natural to think that it might be possible to prove that all 
quasitriangular operators have invariant subspaces. Quite amaz
ingly, Apostol, Foia§, and Voiculescu [2] proved that nonquasitri-
angular operators have nontrivial invariant subspaces. Thus, in 
Hilbert space, the invariant subspace problem reduces to the study 
of quasitriangular operators. 

The study of compact operators was inspired by the similarity 
with the finite-dimensional case, while the study of quasitriangular
ity involved notions that are specifically infinite-dimensional, with 
no finite-dimensional analogue. One such notion is that of a Fred-
holm operator. A continuous linear operator T : E —• E is called 
a Fredholm operator if kerT and E /TE are finite-dimensional 
spaces. If T is Fredholm but not invertible then either ker T or 
TE is a nontrivial invariant subspace. Thus an operator T, for 
which the set o0{T) = {X G a(T) : XI - T is Fredholm} is not 
empty, has nontrivial invariant subspaces. The results of Apostol, 
Foia§, and Voiculescu imply that T is quasitriangular if G0(T) is 
empty. This is again more than an invariant subspace result, and 
it marked the beginning of a whole new research area. 

Suppose now that T : E —• E has an invariant subspace M. 
Then the restriction Tx : M -> M of T to M is also a continu
ous linear operator. Does Tx have an invariant subspace? If T is 
compact then Tx is compact as well, so the Aronszajn-Smith the
orem implies a positive answer. Now suppose that E is a Hilbert 
space and T is a normal operator, i.e., T*T = TT*, where T* 
denotes the Hilbert space adjoint of T. Then T is known to 
have plenty of invariant subspaces, but the operators Tx obtained 
as restrictions of T need not be normal; Tx is called a subnormal 
operator. The fact that normal operators have invariant subspaces 
follows from the spectral theorem which shows that in fact a nor
mal operator can be essentially reconstructed from some of its 
invariant subspaces. There is no spectral theorem for subnormal 
operators, and it required completely new techniques to show that 
subnormal operators have nontrivial invariant subspaces. This was 
done by Brown in [1]. Like in the previous examples, Brown's 
proof involved a certain structure theory which was subsequently 
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studied and extended. As a result many more classes of opera
tors, on Hubert as well as Banach spaces, were shown to have 
nontrivial invariant subspaces. For instance, Brown, Chevreau 
and Pearcy [9] proved that on a Hubert space, if ||!T|| < 1 and 
o(T) D {X : |A| = 1} , then T has nontrivial invariant subspaces. 

The book under review is written for the student who wants a 
rapid introduction to what are—at least in the author's opinion— 
the most important research subjects in operator theory related to 
invariant subspaces. The parts that touch on recent subjects are 
Chapter III (The orbits of a linear operator), Chapter XII (C{-
contractions), Chapter XIII (Positive results), and Chapter XIV (a 
counter-example to the invariant subspace problem). The idea in 
Chapter III is to consider invariant closed subsets rather than sub-
spaces for a linear operator. This leads to the study of the behavior 
of the orbits {x, Tx, T x, ...} of a linear operator. This idea is 
also present in Chapter XII, where the author's invariant subspace 
theorem of [5] is proved. This result applies to operators T such 
that ||r|| < 1, the orbit {x, Tx, T2x, ...} does not converge to 
zero for some x, and the backward orbit {y, T~ly, T~2y, ...} 
is well behaved for some y. Chapter XIII contains an invariant 
subspace theorem of Apostol [1] which belongs to the line of work 
started by Brown and mentioned above. Chapter XIV contains a 
simple exposition of Read's example of an operator without non-
trivial invariant subspaces. This exposition is due to Davie and 
was previously unavailable in printed form. The remaining parts 
of the book cover more or less standard topics in functional anal
ysis and operator theory (functional calculus, compact operators, 
Banach algebras, normal operators, Hp spaces, Sz.-Nagy-Foia§ di
lation theory). 

The book originates from two courses that the author taught in 
Paris. An effort has been made to make the book self-contained, 
but it still has some of the flavor of a set of course notes. The stu
dent reading this book will have some basic training in operator 
theory, but he will not have met a number of fundamental concepts 
(e.g., that of a Fredholm operator and its index). Apostol's theo
rem in Chapter XIII is one of the more technically difficult pieces 
of work in the area started by Brown. There are other results in 
this subject whose proofs bring more light with less pain for the 
reader (e.g., the main theorem in [8], which is somewhat less gen
eral than Apostol's). I also feel that the book was not sufficiently 
proofread. There is an abundance of typos and other problems. 
(For instance, T = [l

0\] seems to violate the equivalence of (a) 
and (b) in Exercise 1 of Chapter I.) 
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In conclusion, I think that this book will be useful to those who 
want to become familiar with the subjects of Chapters III, XII, 
XIII, and XIV. The beginning student should however supplement 
this book with some basic reading, like Dunford and Schwartz [11], 
Halmos [15], and Douglas [10]. 
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